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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again an inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Sun Jin Nim:
True Father: "Who will end the battle between God and Satan? The True Parents will do that. How? With
true love. Their true love brings Satan to surrender. Then God and restored Lucifer will embrace each
other and praise the True Parents. Through the principle of True Parents true love, God is liberated, Satan
is liberated and the gates of hell are abolished. Then the bright sunlight of the kingdom of heavens new
love will permeate hell, bringing a revolution in the spirit world." [1]
True love will revolutionize the physical and the spiritual world. Evil will melt in front of true love. And
we all are destined to become carriers of true love:
True Father: "The entire world and universe should be eternally filled with God's love. Each individual is
a carrier of that love, sprinkling it at higher and higher levels. This is your eternal destiny." [2]
Our job is to create a revolution of true love:
True Father: "In order to restore this tragic history back to its origin, a new revolution is necessary. This
revolution cannot be accomplished by a political strategy, nor economic or social reform. More then
anything else this revolution is only possible through the revolution of our fundamental consciousness. It
should be a new revolution of love, centered on God's love." [3]
We all are requested to become people of true love, that love others the way God does. That will bring
about the new world:
True Father: "The revolution of love will make possible the realization of the ideal for which God and all
humankind have been waiting and hoping since the beginning of human history." [4]
God needs such a revolution, right here on the earth, right in our own hearts:
True Father: "If you have such great love that you can love even your enemy, that power will melt
everything. God needs a movement that can melt the wrong world down and change it into the right one."
[5]

Our hearts have to be revolutionized to such an extent, that we are able and ready to love even those that
are unlovable. Then we resonate with Heaven:
True Mother: "Our original mind needs to resonate with Heaven and then the culture of heart will be
realized." [6]
The more we resonate with the love of God, the faster the world of permanent peace and happiness for
everyone will come:
True Mother: "Please be the heroes of this noble task -- one unified world of peace is really not so far
away. By practicing true love and living for the sake of others we build the heavenly kingdom on earth."
[6]
Indeed, we have to become the heroes of heart, the heroes that have inherited the heart of God:
True Father: "When you live with the heart of God and the heart of parents, constructive and creative
power is generated.......we can truly become dynamos to create a new world culture." [7]
It all depends on each one of us, on the desire we develop in our hearts, the desire for God's providence to
be fulfilled, the desire to live a true and meaningful life:
Sun Jin Nim: "It is up to each one of us to create a culture of heart, a culture of true love." [8]
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